
 

Throughout history, borders have been extensively defined and have established radical 
realms between communities and urban/natural environments. These borders, manifested 
mentally and physically, have feed up struggled perspectives toward continuity of urban 
fabric and challenge the motion of a vision where different peoples may coexist with one 
another with the absence of physical barriers.  

The notion of the “Peace Walls” has offered a possible secured stability for violent conflicts 
and presented somewhat security for the residents of Belfast, Ireland. However, a question 
remains. Does humanity need superimposed architectural expressions to feel secure? Will 
they ever be humanized? most importantly, are they capable to bring happiness to an 
entire neighborhood?  

In fact, what makes a neighborhood a neighborhood? And in this case, what would make 
this new candidate site a productive zone? Perhaps Neighbors! Connections and so much 
more to imagine and concise together!   

OUTgrow Zone envisions a present and a future, where it challenges the notion of edges 
superimposed by architectural expressions that have been embedded (and intend to be 
reinvented by the proposal of Greenway) into the site’s context by integrating public 
housing and public street realm together.   

Instead of imagining a separate zone, OUTgrow intends to invite old and new residents of 
the area to share and perform activities together through the implementation of active and 
flexible structures that host multiple recreational programs. These programs will help 
OUTgrow’s Zone residents to self-sustain economically and encourage exposure to their 
talents and culture.  

To accomplish this intention, OUTgrow Zone utilizes a simple, flexible yet dynamic design 
modular pattern that serves to define the location of these multiple structures let the 
people itself to define the programs that are needed to encourage re-integration of different 
communities and call out for public housing recruitment lotteries/distribution.  

For the public housing realm, the proportion of the pattern allow for accommodation of 
modular 2-story houses, constructed by low-impact materials like CLT (cross-laminated 
timber) panels and beams. A typical modular house also incorporates a water tank for rain 
collection, recycling program and a shared garden for a healthier lifestyle.   

The proposed dynamic pattern will also help to integrate residential circulation with the 
amenities, and reincorporate back to public circulation (derived from the Greenway Belt)    

 






















